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Common Eider at Fifty Point Conservation Area  
This first winter female Common Eider (Somateria mollissima) spent much of December 2013 at the entrance to Fifty Point Conservation Area marina. 
It was first seen on December 2 but not identified until December 4. Many observers from across Ontario saw and photographed this bird at fairly close 
range from then until at least the third week of the month. One of the best images obtained was this one by Barry Cherriere. A provincial rarity, there 
are now at least 14 records for the HSA. Of even greater interest is that this bird apparently represents the first documented record of the “Northern” 
Eider (S.m.borealis) for Ontario. This subspecies has a breeding range that includes northern Labrador, northern Quebec and Baffin Island, with 
wintering birds found along the Atlantic coast - photo 8 December 2013, Barry Cherriere (text by Kevin McLaughlin).
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Editor’s Note........
In this issue of the Wood Duck, two articles discuss urban forests in Hamilton. There are many forested areas that are well pro-
tected at the periphery of the urban boundary, such as Cootes Paradise and the Dundas Valley, and some right within the City that 
are protected, such as the Niagara Escarpment. However, there are many small woodlands within the urban boundary that have 
limited or no protection. In the first article, on page 143 of this issue, Ken Williams brings to light the current habitat destruction 
in the fields and forests surrounding Felker’s Falls Conservation Area. His Hamiltonbirds post about this situation elicited many 
strong reactions from Hamiltonbirds readers, two of which are printed after Ken’s article. This sad story follows the destruction of 
the Crerar Forest that was detailed by Herman van Barneveld in the May 2013 Wood Duck. 

The other article by Giuliana Casimirri, PhD, Collaborative Forest Management Co-Founder, Hamilton Urban Forest Coalition, 
is a plea for HNC members to get involved in the current debate about a draft tree-cutting by-law in Hamilton. This by-law will 
require a permit before tree removal within the urban boundary for any woodlands half an acre (0.2 hectares) or larger.  The draft  
Woodland Conservation By-law for Private Property Within the Urban Area (City Wide) (PD02229(d)), offers an important tool 
for the protection of urban woodlands and should be broadly supported. Please read this article and write your City Councillor, 
as Councillors will consider whether to proceed with public consultation on a newly drafted by-law designed to better protect our 
urban forests, some time in February 2014 (the official date for this vote has not yet been set).

Also in this issue is an article by Brenda Van Ryswyk about the hazards of the widely used neonicotinoid pesticides. These pesti-
cides may pose an extreme risk to our insect fauna, with effects to be felt further up the food web. I urge you to read this article 
and learn more about the issue and speak up about their overuse. 

Member Profile – Beth Jefferson
by Joyce Litster
Beth Jefferson grew up in the West Flamboro area and is a 
graduate of Dundas District High School.  She has a BA (1977) in 
Geography and an MA (1993) in Geography collaborative with 
Environmental Studies, both from the University of Toronto.  
Among the many courses she took were two field courses in 
Churchill Manitoba: Arctic Ecosystems 1982 (Botany), and 
Ornithology in 1984, with Dr. Jim Rising. The part of her studies 
Beth most enjoyed was the research required for papers she 
wrote relating to her interests in birding, such as one on the 
“Behaviour of Winter Diving Ducks (Bufflehead, Oldsquaw, 
Goldeneye)”, and another on the “Increased Abundance of 
Winter Diving Ducks in Lake Ontario” in the early 1990s. The 
latter study confirmed the speculation of birders that the Zebra 
Mussel had moved into Lake Ontario and was the attractant for 
all the diving ducks being seen.

Beth was a school teacher for 23 years, mostly in Etobicoke, 
where she taught science to grades 6, 7 and 8. She also taught in 
Etobicoke’s grade 5 outdoor education day program at Claireville 
Conservation Area and their grade 7 residential program at 
Hockley Valley and Noisy River.

In the early 1970s Beth was a member of the Board of the Toronto 
Field Naturalists, organizing speakers for their meetings. In the 
1980s, eager to know more about birds, she took bird study 
courses with Rosemary Gaymer at Sheridan College and later 
many courses with Clive and Joy Goodwin, while continuing 
to enjoy the tutelage of respected birders and good friends like 
Glenn Coady and Bob Yukich.  She was one of the first women 

birders who was 
invited (membership 
by invitation only) 
to join the Toronto 
Ornithological Club 
(TOC). She set up bird 
walks for them and was 
on their bird records 
committee for a few 
years. She enjoyed 
participating in many 
Toronto and South 
Peel Christmas bird 
and winter waterfowl counts, and also coordinated the Toronto 
Christmas Bird Count for several years.

For 10 years, Beth volunteered with the Citizens Concerned 
About the Future of the Etobicoke Waterfront (CCFEW). The 
group tried to prevent huge condos from being built along 
the waterfront west of the Humber River. She says it is hard 
to believe now, but they actually were somewhat successful in 
reducing densities. However, they are proud that they got a public 
amenities strip of parkland established between the condos and 
the waterfront.  For CCFEW, she also organized birding walks to 
introduce and educate the public to what needed to be protected.  

Beth enjoys observing bird life and remembers studying a 
Common Raven which built a nest under the eaves of one of 
the Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital cottages in Etobicoke. It 

Beth Jefferson at Ernie Saeger Park, Stoney 
Creek. 29 November 2013 - photo Joyce Litster. 
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subsequently mated with an American Crow and produced 
a brood of “Cravens” (Ontario Birds 1989, 1991, 1994). When 
she lived in Oakville, she was able to observe a pair of Cooper’s 
Hawks raise five young in the ravine behind her house and sent 
the information to the ROM.  

Earlier this year, Beth moved to Burlington, drawn in part by 
the Hamilton Naturalists’ Club and the wonderfully diverse 
habitats in the Hamilton/Burlington area. She has been especially 

impressed by the keen young birders attending HNC meetings.  
She birds with the Larks, enjoying the interesting people she 
has met with their variety of backgrounds, and she thinks their 
stories would make excellent reading in future member profiles.  
At present, Beth has had to curtail her birding activities because 
of back problems. She says it would be a great tragedy for her 
if she could no longer bird and enjoy the company of her new 
friends in the HNC, and her friends feel the same way.

B i r d  S t u d y  G r o u p  M e e t i n g  S u m m a r y  –  D e c e m b e r  2 ,  2 0 1 3

Christmas Fanfare
by Michael Rowlands
Our annual traditions at the Bird Study Group’s December 
meeting are: turning in dead birds (collected by members from 
window-kills, road-kills, and on their birding outings throughout 
the year and carefully preserved in their home freezers) for the 
Royal Ontario Museum (ROM); sharing our best sightings of the 
year; answering a quiz on general bird knowledge; buying crafts, 
books, or HNC merchandise; and sharing some holiday baking 
and refreshments with our birding friends. All these elements 
were observed at our December 2nd meeting at the Burlington 
Seniors’ Centre.

At the beginning of the meeting, Mark Peck from the ROM 
picked up some 60–80 dead birds brought in by our members at 
the beginning of the meeting. He said the birds would all be put 
to good use. Some will be used in wind turbine studies and others 
will be used by students learning to prepare “skins” in physiology 
classes at York University, the University of Toronto, or Western 
University. He bundled the frozen carcasses up in a large plastic 
sheet, threw it over his shoulder like Santa’s sack, and left to put 
them in his car trunk where they would stay frozen until safely 
transferred to the museum.

Next on the agenda, audience members shared their favourite 
bird sightings of the year just ending, whether they were from 
local or faraway places. We heard about a Virginia Rail rescued 
in urban Chicago and released near a wetland, an Alpine Bunting 
observed in Switzerland, a Red Phalarope witnessed in Niagara 
Falls, a Western Kingbird and a Pileated Woodpecker seen 
locally, Pomarine Jaegers and a Northern Gannet scoped at the 
Burlington beach, Snowy Owls spotted in many places lately, and 
many more. It has been a good year for interesting sightings!

The annual Christmas quiz was prepared and presented again 
this year by brothers Giovanni and Ezra Campanelli and Caleb 
Scholtens. These three young fellows have been busy sharpening 
their PowerPoint skills in the last 12 months because this year’s 
slides were the best yet! Some of their 25 questions were pretty 
tough, as well, showing some penetrating research – nobody in 
the audience was able to get the maximum of 30 points possible 

by answering all questions and bonus questions correctly.

Here are some sample questions (and answers), in case you 
missed being there:

•	 Name the two species of penguin that breed solely in 
Antarctica. (Adélie and Emperor)

•	 In many foreign countries, the Great Egret is known as 
the Great White Heron. True or false?  (False)

•	 Which bird’s tail is longer – the Scissor-tailed Flycatcher’s 
or the Forked-tailed Flycatcher’s? (The Fork-tailed 
Flycatcher’s tail is longer than that of the Scissor-tailed 
Flycatcher. The tail of an adult male Fork-tailed Flycatcher 
can grow to 32.75 centimetres long, making it the longest 
tail of any bird compared with its body length.)

•	 In what year did the Passenger Pigeon become extinct – 
1914, 1922, or 1935? (The last Passenger Pigeon, Martha, 
died in the Cincinnati Zoo on September 1, 1914, 
marking the extinction of the species.)

•	 By letters, which of Hamilton’s many birds has the longest 
common name? (Northern Rough-winged Swallow – 26 
letters)

•	 Name three provincial/territorial birds of Canada and 
their respective provinces/territories. A bonus point is 
awarded should you name five birds along with their 
province or territory. (All possible answers: British 
Columbia: Steller’s Jay; Alberta: Great Horned Owl; 
Saskatchewan: Sharp-tailed Grouse; Manitoba: Great 
Gray Owl; Ontario: Common Loon; Québec: Snowy Owl; 
New Brunswick: Black-capped Chickadee; Nova Scotia: 
Osprey; Prince Edward Island: Blue Jay; Newfoundland 
and Labrador: Atlantic Puffin; Yukon: Common Raven; 
Northwest Territories: Gyrfalcon; Nunavut: Rock 
Ptarmigan)

•	 A “big year” is a competition among birders to determine 
who can see or hear the largest number of bird species in 
one year within a certain geographical area. Who holds 
the record for the American Birding Area (ABA)? The 
ABA refers to all 49 continental United States, Canada, the 
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French islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon, and adjacent 
waters to a distance of about 322 kilometres from land or 
half the distance to a neighbouring country, whichever 
is less. Excluded by these boundaries are Bermuda, the 
Bahamas, Hawaii, and Greenland. A bonus point is given 
should you name the number of bird species that he or she 
observed. (Sandy Komito holds the record for observing 
748 birds in the ABA in the year 1998; however, only 745 
were recognized by the American Birding Association at 
the time.)

Many of the remaining questions required us to identify pictures, 
partial pictures, out-of-focus pictures, or inverted-colour pictures 
of birds. All in all, it was a good test of our skills and memories.

The three top scores went to Bob Curry, Kevin McLaughlin, 
and Ross Wood, all of whom received a small prize. The quiz 
collaborators were each given a small gift as thanks for their hard 
work in preparing an excellent test of our bird knowledge and 
identification skills.

With that, the formal part of the meeting was ended and people 
either went on their way or stayed a while longer to chat with 

their friends and enjoy the festive refreshments. Thanks to all 
who brought hot or cold drinks, savoury snacks, and various 
baked goods.

The Story about the House Finch
by June Hitchcox

Bird books older than the 1970s won’t likely 
show these finches in Eastern Canada. Until 

the 1940s, they were western birds.  In 1940 a few 
California pet dealers illegally captured some 
House Finches and shipped them to pet stores in 
Long Island, New York. The pet stores found that 
this was an illegal act and they released the birds.

At first the birds found it hard-going but as they 
spread into the suburbs, they were enormously 
successful in reproducing and spread out in 
all directions, reaching Ontario by 1972, with 
confirmed nesting recorded in Niagara by 1978, 
and by 2001, reaching to Thunder Bay.  

Naturalists began to be concerned about their great numbers 
and that they might impact other species. However, nature 
took over and introduced an eye disease – mycoplasmal 
conjunctivitis – in the 1990s which brought their numbers 
down considerably.  They are now recovering somewhat as the 
infection rate has decreased. They have expanded westwards 
and have “met-up” with the original western range and are 
now found continuously from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

House Finches are about the size of a House Sparrow – a stout 
bill.  The males have red about the head, throat and breast 

with brown streaks on whitish underparts.  The female has 
no red and no eye stripe – rather nondescript.  This species 
enjoys being around humans, visiting feeders for sunflower 
and thistle seeds, fruit, and insects if available.  Females look 
for males with the finest, brightest red plumage because this 
reflects a male with a superior foraging ability.

I hope you will see some this winter. Listen for their cheery 
song on bright winter mornings as the days get longer and 
look for the bright red flashes of the male plumage.  It will 
brighten your day!  

House Finch female, Cootes Paradise - 3 December 2011                                             
photo Janet Forjan-Freedman.

   At the Bird Study Group 
 

The next meeting of the Bird Study Group is on 24 Feb. 
(Monday) at 7:30 p.m. This evening’s speakers will be Bob Curry 
and Glenda Slessor. Their talk will be entitled  “Springtime in 
Bhutan: Buddhism, Birds and Rhododendrons”. There will 
be lots of discussion about Bhutan’s birds but there will also 
be lots of time devoted to reptiles and amphibians and plants. 
Bhutan is unique in the world  in their  assessment of gross 
national happiness (GNH). GNH was designed in an attempt 
to define an indicator and concept that measures quality of 
life or social progress in more holistic and psychological terms 
than only the economic indicator of gross domestic product 
(GDP). Sounds like my kind of country! Is it a happy place to 
watch birds? Come and find out. The doors open at 7:00 p.m. 
for bird-friendly coffee and conversation. Burlington Seniors 
Centre, 2285 New St., Burlington.
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***** February Monthly Meeting Location Change ******
The Monthly Meeting location for the February meeting will not be at the RBG due to reno-
vations. The new location, again, will be the Pearl Company Arts Centre at 16 Steven Street 
between King and King William Streets, Hamilton. Steven Street is located between Victoria 
Street and Wentworth Street N. There is a public parking lot (with the pharmacy sign) on King 
Street East between Ashley and Steven. Great HSR accessibilty. The speaker for the February 
13th meeting (7:30 p.m.) is Doug Welch and his talk is: “The Young and the Restless: Explor-
ing the Universe’s Most Spectacular Explosions with Light Echoes”. Supernovae and other 
luminous transients produce such prodigious quantities of light, that the very tiny fraction 
scattered towards Earth by interstellar dust, hundreds of light years away, can still be studied 
with large telescopes. Doug will describe what has been learned about supernovae and their 
precursors using this technique that provides the ability to study outbursts, centuries after-
wards and from other perspectives in three-dimensional space. Doug Welch is an observa-
tional astronomer who is a Professor in the Department of Physics and Astronomy at Mc-
Master. He also enjoys birding and nature photography. We hope to see all of you there!

Bracket Fungus on fallen log, Niagara Escarpment, Aldershot. 7 December 2013 - photo Herman van Barneveld.

At the March HNC Monthly Meeting 
“Roots and Rocks - From Darkness To Light”. In her textile 
art work, Lorraine Roy has long been inspired by dark 
geological and biological activity beneath the soil’s surface 
and how it affects the plant community. Her work is featured 
in collections throughout Canada and abroad. In recent 
work, the Niagara Escarpment area and its native trees and 
plants are Lorraine’s main inspirations. These topics will be 
illustrated with images and real pieces that mark her process 
through various concepts from idea to finished work. We are 
back at the Royal Botanical Gardens, Plains Road, Burlington 

for this meeting - 10 March, Monday, 2014. A moss-covered rock on the Niagara Escarpment, Aldershot. 7 
December 2013 - photo Herman van Barneveld.
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The Buckthorn Stops Here: Biologists Restore, Open Sensitive 
Property with New Grant
by Wade Hemsworth 

Researchers, students and nature lovers in general will soon 
be able to learn much more from an ecologically significant 

McMaster property near campus, where more than a dozen 
habitats converge over the space of 48 hectares.

With financial support from The W. Garfield Weston 
Foundation, McMaster’s Forward With Integrity initiative 
and the Faculty of Science, biologists Susan Dudley and Chad 
Harvey are working with Outdoor Recreation Co-ordinator 
Wayne Terryberry, graduate and undergraduate students and 
alumni who are volunteering or gaining experiential course 
credit, to turn the land into a living laboratory.

They plan to restore vital habitat on the 
McMaster Conservation Corridor -- 
university-owned property extending west 
along Lower Lions Club Road from Wilson 
Street -- while making it easier to study and 
opening wider access to the public.

Experts from Engineering and Geography & 
Earth Sciences are assisting with advice and 
surveying and mapping equipment.

The project is supported by a $140,000 grant 
from The W. Garfield Weston Foundation, 
a $5,000 grant from McMaster President 
Patrick Deane’s Forward With Integrity 
initiative, and $5,000 funding from the 
Faculty of Science.

“We are pleased to be able to support this 
project which will serve both the public 
and the University as a place to learn and 
appreciate nature. Once it is restored, we will all be able to enjoy 
this outstanding landscape,” says Camilla Dalglish, Director of 
The W. Garfield Weston Foundation.

Work at the former potato farm is now under way, and will 
include removing non-native buckthorn and pasture grasses 
to permit the return of species endemic to the land. Major 
buckthorn removal is expected to commence in November.

“It is the property’s special features, including the northernmost 
reach of Carolinian forest, two cold-water creeks, stands of 
mature trees and prairie meadows – all set against the base of 
the Niagara Escarpment -- which drew my attention to this 
project,” says Nancy Baron, Director of The W. Garfield Weston 
Foundation.

“This is a unique and important piece of land that has a lot to 
teach us,” says Dudley, a professor of Biology. “There are many 
subtle transitions going on here.”

The project includes mapping the entire property into a grid of 
plots 20 by 20 metres each, cataloguing the trees in each plot, 
with the goal of having the lands registered with the Smithsonian 
Dynamic Forest Program. The McMaster Conservation 
Corridor would become only the second Canadian property to 
be part of the international program.

“Once we know more about what is there, we can monitor the 
progress of every individual tree on this property, and compare 

these plots with others in the project and others around the 
world,” says Chad Harvey. “This is exciting and important, and 
we’d never be able to do it without these financial and human 
resources.”

Plans are being developed to make the living laboratory 
accessible to members of the public. The team is working with 
the City of Hamilton, Hamilton Conservation Authority and 
the Royal Botanical Gardens to co-ordinate the project with 
similar efforts at nearby properties.

Reprinted with permission from the McMaster University Daily 
News, 15 November 2013.   http://dailynews.mcmaster.ca.
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Dragon’s Den

Comet Darners in Ontario in 2012-2013 with a Focus on 
Brantford Records
by Bill Lamond

Comet Darner was formerly a species of very rare occurrence 
in Ontario. Karl Konze (2012) summarized all Ontario 

records up to and including 2011. In the two years since his 
article, Comet Darner has been seen at several other locations in 
the province and proof of successful breeding and overwintering 
has been obtained. This article summarizes those new locations, 
focusing on the records in Brantford.

On 2 July 2012, I received a phone message from Doug Mannen 
saying that he had seen a male Comet Darner at a stormwater 
management pond in the northwest industrial area of Brantford.  
There are actually two ponds at this location (intersection of 
Oak Park  and Hardy Roads) and I visited these ponds two days 
later on 4 July (Ont-Odes post, 4 July 2012). This was the first 
time I had visited these ponds and I was surprised at how good 
they were for odonates. For the next hour I observed several 
species, including Carolina Saddlebags and Halloween Pennant, 
but no Comet Darner. Just as I was leaving, there it was – the 
Comet Darner was flying over the smaller upper pond. What a 
wonderful dragonfly. My second ever!

Earlier in the year on 19 June, Bob Curry had reported a male 
Comet Darner at a pond near Lynden, Hamilton-Wentworth. 
Bob patiently waited an hour watching this individual fly around 
the pond before it came close enough for 
him to swing his net and catch it (Ont-Odes 
post, 19 June 2012). A week later on 26 June 
2012, Adam Timpf saw a Comet Darner at 
Lake Erie Farms in Walsingham Township, 
Norfolk County. Timpf saw the darner “take 
two quick passes” by him as he was walking 
through a weedy field before it was soon lost 
from view (Ont-Odes post, 26 June 2012). 
This was the first sighting of several in 
Norfolk County in 2012.  On 1 July, Karl & 
William Konze observed a male Comet Darner at a pond just 

west of East Quarter Line Road and north of Concession Road 4 
(Norfolk County): “Just as we released the saddlebags and were 
about to return to the car, William spotted a male Comet Darner. 
I quickly let go of the bluet I was about to ID and saw it cruise 
across the middle of the pond, its bright red abdomen easily 
visible to the naked eye. Almost as quickly as we found it, we lost 

sight of it. We watched for it over the pond but had no more luck. 
Presumably it kept on flying west, the direction we saw it moving” 
(Ont-Odes post, 1 July 2012). A few days later on 5 July, Adam 
Timpf posted to the Ont-Odes network that Gregor Beck had 
photographed a Purple Martin feeding a male Comet Darner to 
its young at a martin house on his property on Front Road, about 
2km west of Turkey Point Road, Norfolk County. When Adam 
visited Gregor’s property later that day, they were surprised to 

find a dead female Comet Darner at the base of the 
martin house, presumably rejected by the young 
martins as it was too large to swallow (Ont-Odes 
post, 5 July 2012). Also in Norfolk County, Jody 
Allair found a male Comet Darner on 20 July,  2012 
along the sand road (4th Concession) at the eastern 
edge of the Wilson Tract. The Comet Darner was 
flying along the road and landed on a plant beside 
him. The identification was confirmed by a good 
close observation of the large size, combined with 
the bright red colour of the abdomen and green 

thorax (Jody Allair,  pers. comm).

Male Comet Darner. Near Lynden, Hamilton-Wentworth. 19 June 2012.  
photo Bob Curry.

Purple Martin feeding male Comet Darner to its young, 5 July 2012, 
Front Road west of Turkey Point Road, Norfolk County. Note the red 

cerci of male over back of martin - photo Gregor Beck.

Female Comet Darner found dead under Purple Martin colony, Front 
Road, west of Turkey Point Road, Norfolk County. 5 July 2012 - photo 

Adam Timpf.

Face study of male Comet Darner, 
Brantford. 2 July 2013 - photo Bill Lamond.
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In 2012, Comet Darner was also recorded on the Lake Erie shore 
at Clearville Road near Palmyra, Kent County. James Holdsworth 
and Ross Snider observed one individual there on the very late 
date of 10 September (Ont-Odes post, 10 September 2012).

In Brantford, Comet Darner was last recorded on 21 July by 
Bob Curry. However, 
Bob mistakenly was 
at the “wrong” pond, 
which was located on 
the north side of Hwy 
403, about 1,500m 
due north of the two 
stormwater ponds. 
Was this the same 
male or were there 
multiple individuals 
at Brantford? Possibly 
the latter, but there 
was no evidence of 
breeding. However 
in Norfolk County, 
the number of 
individuals observed 
strongly indicated 
that breeding was 
taking place although 
definite proof was lacking,  as was information regarding 
successful overwintering.

In 2013, Comet Darners were again encountered at the 
stormwater pond in Brantford. On 2 July 2013, I visited this 
pond and was very surprised to see a male Comet Darner on 
the wing. I immediately considered it highly unlikely that this 
rare dragonfly could stray to this same small pond in Brantford 
two years in a row.  Surely this adult must have emerged from an 
overwintering nymph at this pond or a nearby pond. I watched 
the darner fly around and realized that I might be able to catch it 
as it was frequenting an area of shoreline that was accessible and 
shrub-lined, where I could ambush the dragon. Sure enough, this 

worked and I soon netted the beast. I was elated. As most people 
comment with this species in-hand, the legs are amazingly long 
– very “spidery”. I took photos and then released it. Very shortly 
afterwards, I noticed it again flying around. I thought it was 
amazing that this individual would be flying so soon after being 
released. I wondered if it was a different individual. I decided 

to try to catch it 
(again?) to confirm 
this. At this point 
it was flying over 
the grassy slope 
and was easy to 
catch. I compared 
it to the photos I 
had just taken, and 
based on the white 
at the base of the 
abdomen, I was 
sure that   it was  the 
same individual. 
Regardless, I took 
more photos (Ont-
Odes post, 2 July 
2013).

Brett Fried (Ont-
Odes) visited the 

Brantford location on 6 July and saw four Comet Darners; two 
males and two females, with all four in view at one instance 
(Ont-Odes post, 8 July 2013). The presence of four individuals 
clearly indicated a local source for these dragonflies and obvious 
overwintering, surely from the upper pond as the lower pond 
had dried up in 2012. 

On 13 July I visited this site again and saw at least one male 
and one female. At the upper pond the female was laying eggs 
in open water algal mats, close to shore and also well out from 
shore. At one point, a male was hovering one metre above the 
female as she was ovipositing, as if guarding her. This hovering 
lasted for 15 to 20 seconds until the female took flight, when 

Male Comet Darners at Brantford Northwest Industrial Area Stormwater ponds on 2 July 2013. Originally I thought these were photos of the same 
male. However, close scrutiny of the photos shows that these are definitely two different individuals. Can you spot the differences? Hint: it’s in the lines.                   

photo Bill Lamond.

Male Comet Darner at Brantford Northwest Industrial Area Stormwater ponds. 2 July 2013. Note the 
exceptionally long legs – photo Bill Lamond.
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the male almost seemed to attack her although not intensely 
so (Ont-Odes post, 13 July 2013). On 21 July, I visited this site 
again, this time with Kevin McLaughlin. There were not that 
many odes flying but pretty much the first individual we saw 
was a male Comet Darner. We eventually saw two males. These 
males frequently interacted with each other. They were observed 
hovering face to face, and then one would dart in and hit the other 
with an audible smack. Eventually one would chase the other, 
often for some distance. The darners were at fairly close range as 
they seemed to frequent the east end of the upper pond or the 
north-east end of the lower pond. They were easy to observe as 
they flew past with a very slow, hovering-type flight (Ont-Odes 
post, 23 July 2013). The last observation of the darners at this 
location was on 31 July 2013 when visiting oders Kyle Holloway, 
Ed Poropat, Bob Bowles and Jim Hopkins observed two males 
(Ont-Odes post, 10 August 2013).

Elsewhere in Ontario in 2013, this species was observed on two 
occasions in Windsor; one male next to the Ojibway Nature 
Centre on 24 July by Tom Preney and one male at a pond in 

Ojibway Park on 26 July by Kristen Fawdry (Paul Pratt, pers. 
comm).  This species was also observed near Beachville on 3 
August when a male was recorded on the Thames River by James 
and Sue Holdsworth (Ont-Odes post, 3 August 2013) [first 
record for Oxford County]. As an aside, several weeks after my 
initial 2013 observation, I looked again at the photos I had taken 
on 2 July, wondering if I had caught two different males that 
day. Indeed I had. There were small but diagnostic differences 
between the two males.  Have a look (see bottom of page 130).

It will be interesting to see if the Brantford population persists 
into 2014. Will this population be a “flash in the pan” or will 
it endure and perhaps expand, and contribute to other local 
populations.

References:
Konze, Karl (2012). Comet Darner (Anax longipes) – Another 
Record from the Hamilton Study Area and a Review of 
Canadian Records. Wood Duck Vol. 65, No. 9,  page 201-203.

Update of Birders’ Life HSA Bird List Totals
by Rob Dobos

It is time to update the summary of local birders’ bird species life list totals for the Hamilton Study Area (HSA).  This was last done 
at the end of 2010, and a number of exciting species have occurred in the HSA since then.  I would like to update this summary 
for publication in the April issue of the Wood Duck, to include any additions to the end of 2013.  I would encourage all long time 
birders, as well as newer ones that have made the threshold (see below), to send in their totals for listing.

The criteria for reporting totals are as follows:
1. They must include live bird species positively identified by you, by sight or sound.  (Since your list will not be checked, we rely 
on your honesty.)
2. They must include birds encountered in the Hamilton Study Area (within a circle with a radius of 25 miles [40.2 km] centred 
at Dundurn Castle, Hamilton).
3. They must be species included on the official Hamilton Area Bird Checklist (2007 edition), plus new species that have occurred 
since then accepted by the Ontario Bird Records Committee.  No exotic escapees (e.g. Whooper Swan, Northern Shelduck, Ringed 
Turtle-Dove, etc.) or obviously introduced birds which are not locally established (e.g. Chukar).  Note that Trumpeter Swans are 
now considered to have established wild populations in Ontario and therefore are now countable in the HSA.  
4. Include your totals up to December 31, 2013 only.
5. The threshold for reporting will be 235 species (roughly 60% of the checklist total of 391 species).

Please note that adherence to these criteria is important in order for reported totals to be comparable, and is not intended to 
imply that you did not see a particular bird if it is not on the official checklist. Send your Hamilton list totals, along with your 
name and address, by February 20 to Rob Dobos by e-mail at: rdobos@cogeco.ca (or 21 Sunrise Cres., Dundas, Ont., L9H 3S1). 

A Ruddy Duck attempts a landing.....on ice!  More of a crash landing but the bird was fine. LaSalle Marina, 3 January 2014 - photo Mike Veltri.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT HNC HIKES
All of our leaders are volunteers who enjoy sharing their knowledge and time. The HNC assumes no responsibility for injuries of 
any kind sustained by anyone as a result of participating in any of these activities. Please assess your own ability to participate. 
Hikes are sometimes cancelled or rescheduled. You are advised to check the HNC website (www.hamiltonnature.org) before 
setting out, to ensure that the hike has not been rescheduled. Generally, pets on hikes are discouraged as they startle wildlife, 
damage nests, and interfere with the enjoyment of others. Contact the leader before bringing your pet or for other questions.

We also publicize Royal Botanical Gardens hikes and events:  “Learning at the Gardens” programs of interest to Naturalists; 
more information and on-line registration available at http://tickets.rbg.ca/PEO/.  Most programs require pre-registration one 
week prior. Please note there is often a charge for these activities, although RBG members receive a discount on most programs. 
Questions? Please call 905-527-1158 ext 270. Check RBG website for meeting locations for hikes which are not listed below.

Feb - April 13. Savage Gardens /Nature’s Ninjas, RBG’s Winter Exhibit Double Feature, combines science, botany, and hands-on 
activities during its run until April 13, 2014. Please see www.rbg.ca for exhibit information. 

1 Feb. (Saturday) 8:00 p.m. Hamilton Association Lecture — Ancient “Trail Marker” Trees in Southern Ontario with Paul O’Hara. 
Long before the 400 series highways, there were only well-worn footpaths of the First Peoples of southern Ontario. To aid them 
in their travels, aboriginals marked trees along the paths to point to camps, water sources and river fords. Remarkably, some of 
these trees remain on the landscape. In this presentation, Paul shares the stories of fascinating heritage trees he has discovered 
over the last five years with the help of citizens from across Ontario. Paul O’Hara is a Hamilton field botanist, landscape designer 
and native plant expert who owns and operates Blue Oak Native Landscapes. Room 1A1 Ewart Angus Centre. McMaster 
University Medical Centre. haalsa.org.

2 Feb. (Sunday) 2:00 p.m. Get Back to Nature Hikes. Free RBG Nature Hike (donations welcome). This week: Hendrie Valley. 
Meet at Cherry Hill Gate parking lot on Plains Road.

8 Feb. (Saturday) 2:00 p.m.  HNC - Winter Hawks and Owls. Join Ken & Angie Williams for a car-birding trip around the Saltfleet 
area. Anticipated birds include Northern Harrier, Rough-legged Hawk, Northern Shrike, Eastern Screech-Owl, Great Horned Owl, 
Short-eared Owl. Meet at 2:00 p.m. at Tim Hortons, corner of Mud St. & Hwy 20. Bring binoculars (and scope, if you have one). 
Cameras welcome, but flashes will not be used after dusk. kenang@bell.net 905-870-8584.

8 Feb. (Saturday) 10:00 a.m. to noon. Sketching Savage Gardens and Nature’s Ninjas for 11 to 13 year olds at RBG HQ, Plains 
Road. A guided tour through RBG’s Winter Exhibit, then classroom time with artist Heidi Scarfone to learn drawing techniques. 
Supplies included. Fee: $25

9 Feb. (Sunday) 2:00 p.m. Get Back to Nature Hike: Free RBG Nature hike. Meet at Princess Point parking area.

10 Feb. (Monday) 7:30 p.m. HNC - Monthly Meeting. (temporary location change - see page 127) “The Young and the 
Restless: Exploring the Universe’s Most Spectacular Explosions with Light Echoes”. Supernovae and other luminous transients 
produce such prodigious quantities of light that the very tiny fraction scattered towards Earth by interstellar dust hundreds of 
light years away can still be studied with large telescopes. In this talk, Doug Welch will describe what has been learned about 
supernovae and their precursors using this technique, that provides the ability to study outbursts centuries afterwards and 
from different perspectives in three-dimensional space. Doug Welch is an observational astronomer who is a Professor in the 
Department of Physics and Astronomy at McMaster University. He also enjoys birding and nature photography.

11 Feb. (Tuesday) 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. Homeschoolers Afternoons: Savage Gardens and Nature’s Ninjas at RBG Centre. Homeschooler 
Afternoons are 2nd and 4th Tuesday of the month. Session fee: $65 (February to June). Single class: $15/student.

15 Feb. (Saturday) 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. Ninja Club at RBG Centre. Three-Saturday program (to March 1) for 6 to 9 year olds. 
Discover unusual things about animals and about beautiful, yet vicious plants with Lorraine Voorberg. Fee: $60.

16 Feb. (Sunday) 2:00 p.m. Get Back to Nature Hike: Free RBG Nature hike. Cootes North Shore. Meet at Nature Centre.

22 Feb. (Saturday) 9:30 a.m. to noon. Junior Naturalists Club, ages 7 to 12, 4th Saturday of the month, to May 2014 at RBG 
Nature Centre. Learning experiences to generate a life-long respect and love of the natural world. Parents must be either  HNC 
or RBG Members. Fee: $80/child, $70/siblings. RBG Nature Centre, Arboretum Old Guelph Road.

22 Feb. (Saturday) 9:00 a.m. - noon. RBG Outdoors Club, ages 12 to 15, every other Saturday February 8 to June 7. At the Nature 
Centre. Winter/Spring fee: $235 (RBG Members 10% off). Explore the ecosystems that make the RBG a biodiversity hot spot.
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22 Feb. (Saturday) 7 to 9 p.m. Owl Prowling, Family program at RBG Nature Centre. Learn about owls, then head out onto the 
trails with Barbara McKean & John Hannah to try “conversing” with local owls. Dress for weather. Fee: $12, Family rate $30

23 Feb. (Sunday) 2:00 p.m. Get Back to Nature Hike: Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Cootes South Shore. Meet at 
Aviary parking lot on Oak Knoll Road.

24 Feb. (Monday) 7:30 p.m. HNC - Bird Study Group. “Springtime in Bhutan: Buddhism, Birds and Rhododendrons” — Bob 
Curry & Glenda Slessor. Come early at 7:00 for coffee and conversation. Burlington Seniors Centre, 2285 New St., Burlington.

25 Feb. (Tuesday) 1:00 to 3 p.m. Homeschoolers Afternoons: Ice and Snow at the Nature Centre. Homeschooler Afternoons are 
2nd and 4th Tuesday of the month. Session fee: $65 (February to June). Single class: $15/student.

D A T E S  T O  R E M E M B E R  -  M a r c h  2 0 1 4

1 March to mid-May — Niagara Peninsula Hawkwatch at Beamer Memorial Conservation Area on top of the Escarpment at 
Grimsby. Best times are from 10:00 am to 3:00 p.m. See http://www.niagarapeninsulahawkwatch.org/MoreAboutNPH.php

2 Mar. (Sunday) 2:00 p.m. Get Back to Nature Hikes. Free RBG Nature Hike (donations welcome). This week: Hendrie Valley. 
Meet at Cherry Hill Gate parking lot on Plains Road.

8 Mar. (Saturday) 9:00 a.m. - noon. RBG Outdoors Club, ages 12 to 15, every other Saturday February 8 to June 7. At the Nature 
Centre. Winter/Spring fee: $235 (RBG Members 10% off). Explore the ecosystems that make the RBG a biodiversity hot spot.

8 Mar. (Saturday) 8:00 p.m. Hamilton Association Lecture. The Human Host:  Microbial Communities of the Body in Health 
and Disease  — Michael Surette. The human body is home to a complex community of microbes, the microbiome, that inhabits 
almost all surfaces on the human body. The number of bacterial cells on or in us outnumbers our own cells 10 to 1. These bacteria 
influence most aspects of human health and disease, from infections to chronic conditions like diabetes, cardiovascular disease, 
even depression. Dr. Michael Surette is a microbiologist and professor in the McMaster Department of Medicine. Room 1A1 
Ewart Angus Centre. McMaster University Medical Centre. haalsa.org.

9 Mar. (Sunday) 2:00 p.m. Get Back to Nature Hike: Free RBG Nature hike. Meet at Princess Point parking area

10 Mar. (Monday) 7:00 p.m. HNC - Monthly Meeting. “Roots and Rocks - From Darkness To Light”. In her textile art work, 
Lorraine Roy has long been inspired by dark geological and biological activity beneath the soil’s surface and how it affects the 
plant community. Raised in rural Southwestern Ontario, Lorraine Roy completed a BSc. in Horticultural Sciences before opting 
for a career in art textiles. Her work is featured in collections throughout Canada and abroad. Upon moving to the Dundas area 
in 2005, she was struck how the exposed rock of the escarpment provided a tantalizing glimpse of the enormous forces that 
shaped it. In recent work, the Niagara Escarpment area and its native trees and plants are Lorraine’s main inspirations. These 
topics will be illustrated with images and real pieces that mark her process through various concepts from idea to finished work, 
highlighting her passion for making connections between art and science. Royal Botanical Gardens, Plains Road, Burlington.

16 Mar. (Sunday) 8:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. HNC - Waterfowl and Other Early Spring Migrants. Leader Rob Dobos will take us on 
a tour around our waterfront to look for late wintering and early spring migrant waterfowl and other birds.  About 28 species of 
regularly occurring ducks, geese and swans, plus another potential six or so rarer species are possible.  Meet at LaSalle Marina 
in Aldershot at the foot of LaSalle Park Dr./Waterdown Rd. Rob can be emailed at: rdobos@cogeco.c a

16 Mar. (Sunday) 2:00 p.m. Get Back to Nature Hike: Free RBG Nature hike. Cootes North Shore. Meet at Nature Centre.

17 Mar. (Monday) 7:30 p.m. HNC - Bird Study Group meeting. Speaker Brian Wylie will tell us about his nature experiences in 
the Dry Tortugas. Come at 7:00 for bird-friendly coffee and conversation. Burlington Seniors Centre (beside Burlington Public 
Library) 2285 New St., Burlington.

22 Mar. (Saturday) 9:30 a.m. to noon. Junior Naturalists Club, ages 7 to 12, 4th Saturday of the month, to May 2014 at RBG 
Nature Centre. Learning experiences to generate a life-long respect and love of the natural world. Parents must be either  HNC 
or RBG Members. Fee: $80/child, $70/siblings. RBG Nature Centre, Arboretum Old Guelph Road.

22 Mar. (Saturday). HNC - Long Point Waterfowl Bus Trip. The HNC will lead another bus trip to see Long Point waterfowl if 
numbers warrant. See back cover for details.

23 Mar. (Sunday) 2:00 p.m. Get Back to Nature Hike: Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Cootes South Shore. Meet at 
Aviary parking lot on Oak Knoll Road.
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A Tour of the Universe
by Louise Unitt

Over the years, many fine presenters have taken HNC 
meeting attendees on vicarious journeys to faraway lands. 

Few, however, have taken us as far as did John Gauvreau on 
December 9, 2013, when he welcomed us into the world of 
astronomy. With the Sun as our starting point, we paid a brief 
visit to each planet before leaving the Solar System to enter deep 
space and the farthest reaches of the universe. 

John Gauvreau  spent 20 years as an astronomy instructor at 
Mohawk College and now operates an in-school interactive 
space science program. He has sat on the national council of the 
Royal Astronomical Society of Canada and currently volunteers 
as observing director for the Hamilton Amateur Astronomers.

John led off with a tour of our Solar System, which consists of 
eight planets revolving around the Sun, a mid-sized star. While 
charged particles are constantly flowing from the Sun into space 
as the solar wind, a shift in the magnetic field can sometimes 
increase the speed of the solar wind’s escape. For us on Earth, 
the result is an increase in auroras and disruption of satellite 
operations and radio transmissions.

The four inner planets are, in order of proximity to the 
Sun; Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars—all of them rocky, 
terrestrial planets. Mercury’s grey, dull, cratered surface and 
thin atmosphere are very similar to features of our Moon. At 
one time the amount of debris in our Solar System was much 
greater than it is today. Space debris pummelled the Martian and 
lunar surfaces, pocking both with impact craters. Earth largely 
escaped such a fate, thanks to a denser atmosphere that offered a 
degree of protection. To see a shooting star is to witness a space 
projectile being burned up in our atmosphere.

Visible in our western sky is Venus, a.k.a. the evening or 
morning star. The planet is nearly twice as far from the Sun as is 
Mercury. With the exception of the Sun and the Moon, it is the 
brightest object in our sky, for its permanent cloud cover reflects 
sunlight. Clouds also trap heat, creating a greenhouse effect 
that accounts for a surface temperature of approximately 800oC. 
Venus’s atmosphere is far denser than ours, with a pressure that 
would crush us to death. What’s more, sulphuric acid in the 
clouds would corrode our bodies. Venus may well be the least 
hospitable place in the Solar System!

The next planet we encounter is our own, situated 150 million 
km from the Sun. John showed us a famous picture of Earth that 
was taken by Apollo 17 in 1972. Antarctica, Africa, Madagascar 
and other familiar features are readily identifiable on the image, 
which even captures a typhoon occurring in the Indian Ocean. 

The high percentage of iron in Earth’s core is responsible for 

a magnetic field sufficiently 
strong to keep the Moon in 
orbit around us. Dark and light 
regions are clearly visible on 
the face of the Moon. Lighter 
areas consist of the first areas 
that crystallized from molten 
material when the Moon 
cooled. Darker areas, known as 
maria (Latin for “oceans”) are massive outflows of lava. Despite a 
complete absence of water, scientists have given lunar sites such 
names as Sea of Tranquility, Sea of Serenity and Ocean of Storms.

Moving yet farther from the sun, we come to Mars, which boasts 
dramatic features: Olympus Mons, an enormous extinct volcano, 
is three times as tall as Mount Everest. The highest point on the 
planet, it is also the tallest mountain in the Solar System. Equally 
impressive is Valles Marineris, a canyon system that carves a 
2,500 km swath across the planet. 

A photo of the Martian surface taken in the 1990s by an unmanned 
probe shows reddish ground and grey rocks surmounted by a 
salmon-hued sky. More recent photos sent back from the Mars 
rover Curiosity reveal more varied landscapes. Since its launch in 
2011, the VW Beetle-sized probe has been exploring the Martian 
terrain and gathering evidence of changes over time. The rover’s 
landing was a complex process with many crucial steps that had 
to be executed to perfection. Convinced that the sequence would 
fail at some stage, John was pleasantly surprised by the successful 
landing. Layers of reddish banding found on Martian cliffs 
indicate that water once flowed through the rocks. Rivers and 
lakes existed in that warmer, more earthlike climate. Today, a 
sweater might be comfortable attire on a summer afternoon, but 
not on a winter night, when the mercury hovers around -200oC! 
Mars’s ice caps are composed of frozen carbon dioxide and water.

Leaving behind the small but dense terrestrial planets, we now 
come to the massive but lightweight “gas giants,” composed 
chiefly of helium and hydrogen. Here the planets and the 
distances between them are on a much larger scale. All are 
accompanied by multiple moons and ring systems.

Each of the four outer planets is much larger than any of the inner 
planets. All the other planets put together cannot match the size 
of Jupiter, the most enormous of all. One of the planet’s most 
striking features is the Big Red Spot, a cyclonic storm that covers 
an area twice as large as Earth. The storm has been raging for at 
least as long as we’ve had telescopes powerful enough to detect 
it. Of Jupiter’s more than 60 moons, ten are the same size as ours, 
some are bigger, and all are unique. On Io, 400 active volcanoes 

John Gauvreau
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are constantly ejecting sulphurous compounds. Europa’s surface 
is entirely covered with water in liquid form beneath an icy shell, 
reminiscent of our Arctic Ocean and polar cap. 

In John’s opinion, Saturn is the most beautiful and spectacular 
of the planets. His first look at Saturn and its rings through a 
telescope as a teenager remains indelibly etched in his memory. 
He credits that experience with setting him on his career 
path. Visible through a back yard telescope (including birding 
telescopes!), Saturn’s rings are made up of millions of chunks of 
rock and ice and extremely variable in size. The Cassini probe has 
extensively photographed Saturn, its rings, and its many moons. 
Larger than ours, the moon Titan approaches Mercury in size, 
and would be considered a planet if it circled the sun. Its dense 
atmosphere is perpetually hazy.

Moving outward from Saturn, we come to “featureless” Uranus, 
whose aquamarine hue is caused by methane in the atmosphere. 
Uranus is orbited by a moderately extensive ring system. As is the 
case with Saturn, planetary gravity broke a large neighbouring 
moon into pieces that formed the rings. Observers have been 
mystified by the fact that some parts of Uranus’s moon Miranda 
look very different from others. The only viable explanation 
appears to be that Miranda was impacted by an enormous space 
object that smashed it to pieces. Gravity subsequently reassembled 
the segments, creating “Miranda Version Two.” 

The atmospheres of both Uranus and Neptune consist of 
hydrogen, helium and methane gases that become increasingly 
dense as you descend. Neptune’s rings, like those that encircle 
Jupiter, are the product of a collision between a small moon and 
another small space object. 

Our Solar System once 
included nine planets, but that 
was before Pluto’s planetary 
status was revoked in 2006. The 
decision was set in motion upon 
the discovery of Eris, which, 
like Pluto, is located beyond 
Neptune’s orbit. Because Eris is 
larger than Pluto, it was decided 
to designate them both as dwarf 
planets, a.k.a. Trans-Neptunian Objects (TNOs). Although Pluto 
has been photographed by the Hubble Space Telescope, it has 
yet to be visited by spacecraft. A robotic probe is on its way and 
should provide us with our first close-ups of Pluto by 2015.

With the fate of Comet Ison so recently and prominently featured 
in the news, no talk on astronomy would have been complete with 
a reference to comets. Likened to a “dirty snowball,” a comet is a 
slushy blend of dust and gravel embedded in water ice. Comets 
have two tails, one of dust, the other of gases from the nucleus. 
John showed us a photo of Ison taken on April 10, 2013, as the 
comet was heading our way from the outer reaches of the Solar 
System. High hopes for good viewing opportunities were dashed 

on November 28 when Ison melted as it passed close to the Sun. 

Remarkably, the Voyager spacecraft, launched in 1977 to 
photograph the gas giants, continues to be operational and is 
now entering interstellar space. Our travels followed a similar 
course, as John expanded the discussion into the rest of our 
galaxy. Situated as we 
are near the edge of the 
Milky Way, we “galactic 
suburbanites,” can only 
see the stars that are 
in our “corner” of the 
galaxy. One among the 
several billion stars of 
the Milky Way, the Sun 
fades into insignificance 
compared to Rigel, 
which is 50,000 times 
brighter. Stars are born 
from the gravitational collapse of nebula—gigantic luminous 
clouds of gas, composed primarily of hydrogen and helium. As 
we continue our journey beyond the Milky Way, we are faced with 
the incredible vastness of the cosmos, of which our galaxy is just 
a small part.  Because Hubble resides in low Earth orbit above our 
planet’s distorting atmosphere, its performance is not affected by 
light pollution. Capable of seeing objects in far more detail than 
Earth-based telescopes, Hubble has enabled us to see thousands 
of galaxies since its launch in 1990. When astronomers aimed the 
Hubble scope at what appeared to be one of the emptiest, darkest 
parts of the universe, and exposed the film for several hours, 
they were astonished to discover 5,000 galaxies! Galaxies tend to 
bunch together in massive clusters, each containing thousands 
of component galaxies. The group of galaxies to which the Milky 
Way belongs is in turn part of a galactic supercluster, millions of 
which populate the universe. 
John wrapped up our dizzying journey by bringing us back to 
Earth, although viewed from an unexpected vantage point. This 
photo, taken from a spacecraft at the edge of the Solar System, 
offered us a unique and dramatic perspective on our home 
planet—a minute dot in the vastness of space. 

Our speaker’s boundless enthusiasm and clear, accessible style 
made for a most informative and enjoyable evening. Perhaps even 
more importantly, this memorable and beautiful presentation 
imparted a deep sense of wonder at our astonishing universe. 

Saturn from the Cassini probe. JPL

Earth from the Moon, Apollo 8, 1968. NASA.

Galaxy NGC4414 from Hubble Space Telescope, 1999  NASA.=
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Breeding Bird Atlassing by Canoe on the Grass River, Manitoba   
by Angie Williams

It was an opportunity too good to pass up: birding and canoe 
tripping – two of my favourite past-times – in one awesome 

trip. For two weeks, my husband Ken and I, would get to be field 
researchers and wilderness adventurers instead of the middle-
aged elementary school teachers that we are the rest of the year. 

We had decided to volunteer for the Manitoba Breeding Bird 
Atlas, a five-year project to assess the status, distribution and 
abundance of bird species that breed within Manitoba. This was 
Manitoba’s first Atlas project, very similar to the two that have 
been conducted in Ontario. The Manitoba Atlas began in 2010 
and we thought we would like to contribute in one of the wilder 
areas of the province. And so began our atlassing trip to the Grass 
River in Manitoba. 

We put our canoe in at Wekusko Lake Provincial Park on July 1, 
and started across the lake. By mid-day, we were looking for our 
first campsite. One cool thing about camping in your square: you 
often find birds that you wouldn’t have found if you had gone 
home. On our first night we heard a Common Nighthawk calling!

Our days on the river had a fairly 
predictable pattern. We arose 
at 4:00 a.m. to do point counts, 
which surprisingly took until 
about 10:00 a.m., due to the 
logistics of paddling, navigating, 
finding a decent spot to stop, and 
actually doing the point counts. 
We would snack on granola bars 
and home-made breakfast cakes 
as we became hungry. When the 
point counts were finished, we 
would go back and eat a proper 
breakfast and then have a nap. 
The rest of the day was spent 
breaking camp and paddling to 
our next square, where we would 
set up camp and get ready to do it 
all over again. If it was impractical to go back to a campsite after 
point counts, we would break camp in the early morning darkness 
and breakfast would be made somewhere along the river. 

Birding highlights: once, we were dive-bombed by a Greater 
Yellowlegs; we never did see any young, but we were pretty sure 
they were nearby. There was a nesting Bald Eagle in just about 
every square we passed through. One was particularly memorable; 
the massive nest was just behind a well-used campsite, and poor 
“mama eagle”, believing we would notice her chick (and be a 
threat) if she led us to it, circled around and around with a fish 
in her talons, refusing to deliver baby’s dinner until we stopped 
watching. The final portion of our trip took us through miles and 
miles of open marshland in which we observed a Short-eared Owl 
hunting at dawn. That same morning, we heard wolves howling 

Ken Williams beside waterfall on 
Grass River. 10 July 2013 - photo 

Angie Williams. 

Angie Williams paddling on the Grass River, Manitoba. 10 July 2013. 
photo Ken Williams.

A calm stretch of the Grass River, Manitoba. 4 July 2013 - photo Ken Williams.
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(not birds, I know, but noteworthy). There were plenty of otters 
in the Grass River, as well. One was vocally irate when we parked 
our canoe in his little canal to do a point count.

Atlassing by canoe has its challenges. The river doesn’t respect the 
10-kilometre grid pattern at all; you simply cannot carry all the 
stuff you’d take if you were in a car (extra field guides, spotting 
scope, rubber boots) and there’s no Tim Hortons. Other canoeists 
caught up to us, and passed us, covering twice the distance in half 
the time; but I’ll bet they didn’t get nearly the same “wilderness 
experience” that we had. Atlassing, no matter how you travel, 
forces you to slow down and notice everything. The weather, the 
plants, animals, insects (yes, there were lots of those!), wildflowers 
and butterflies, and, of course, the birds! For me, that’s what it’s all 
about, really – monitoring the birds in order to better understand 
and maintain the entire ecosystem. Paddle on!

Thank you to Bonnie Chartier and the gang from the Manitoba 
Breeding Bird Atlas, and thank you to David Raitt for loaning us 

your sea-worthy craft, and shuttling us back to our car. 

Bald Eagle nest on Grass River, Manitoba. 6 July 2013 - photo Ken Williams.

Why Worry About Neonicotinoids?
by Brenda Van Ryswyk

I was very pleased to see the HNC Board sending out the urgent 
notice asking for feedback regarding neonicotinoids, as this 

issue has become one of great worry for me over the last year. 
A few years ago I would have laughed at the idea of “organically 
grown” flowers, but now I will be looking for them. Until recently 
I was unaware of how widespread the use of these pesticides 
was. But alas, I am getting ahead of myself. Many people are 
not even aware of what neonicotinoids are, let alone why they 
should be worried about them. Neonicotinoids are a type of 
pesticide that has been promoted as being very “safe” and has 
been widely endorsed and utilized in many fields of agriculture 
and horticulture. For mammals they may have a low toxicity, 
but they are highly toxic to insects; they are claimed to be up 
to 10,000 times more toxic to bees than DDT is. This is highly 
worrisome to me. Most of the current studies have focused on the 
European Honeybee because of its importance to our agriculture 
and economy, coupled with the fact that it is fairly easy to detect 
declines in managed colonies. However, I consider the honeybee 
to be just to tip of the iceberg. These pesticides are highly toxic 
to ALL insects. Insects are the basis of our entire food web. This 
pesticide destroys our food web right at the very base. That is 
why these pesticides have me so concerned and why I feel that 
everyone should be aware of them and their effects.

Only between 1.6% and 20% of this pesticide is absorbed by the 
crops it is applied to. Part of the reason they are of such a concern 
is that they are water soluble. Thus, they can be easily applied to 
plants in multiple ways. But even more worrisome, they can leave 
the target area in several ways: through rainwater runoff and 

through percolation into the ground. Studies are finding these 
pesticides showing up in groundwater at rates high enough to 
cause aquatic impacts. They can also be detected in streams and 
rivers and I wonder what impacts they are having on our aquatic 
insect life. Not only do they have an effect in the water column 
but also in the soil. Some studies show that neonicotinoids are 
very long-lived in the soil: 19 years according to one study. 

These pesticides are systemic, meaning they are taken up by the 
plants and incorporated into their structures. Thus they permeate 
the entire plant and protect the plant from any and all insect 
damage. If you’re a gardener or farmer, this may initially sound 
like a great idea. No more worries about insect damage right? 
Well think on this a little more. These pesticides fill the entire 
plant. These pesticides kill ALL insects, including the beneficial 
ones, including the pollinators that you need to fertilize your 
plants so they can produce a yield. Hmmm, maybe not such a 
good idea after all, eh? 

They are often being applied as a seed coating, preemptively, 
before any pest damage can occur; this may be wholly 
unnecessary for the crop. This is a fundamental shift away 
from the best management practice known as Integrated Pest 
Management. IPM looks at the risks and assesses the best course 
of action for pest control, looking at all options available, not just 
pesticides, and certainly not applying pesticides before any need 
has risen. This move away from IPM and the more widespread 
use of these pesticides increases the chance of insects developing 
a resistance to neonicotinoids. However, it is the pest insects 
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that often develop resistance while the beneficial insects are still 
severely impacted. Studies are showing that not all insects react 
to neonicotinoids the same way, and their use may even be giving 
some pests an advantage. 

One neonicotinoids study was entitled “Immune Suppression by 
Neonicotinoid Insecticides at the Root of Global Wildlife Declines” 
because of the far reaching effects of the pesticide as it spreads 
through the ecosystem. It is not just an insect issue either. One 
study focusing on birds showed that just one treated seed could 
be fatal to a bird if consumed and just one tenth of a seed could 
cause reproductive problems. So far there are few studies on 
soil organisms, but negative effects on earthworms have been 
demonstrated.

Personally having plants that are toxic to insects is the exact 
opposite of what I want to accomplish. I am planting flowers and 
shrubs specifically to attract butterflies and pollinators to my 
garden, not just for the nectar, but I also want them to lay their 
eggs and produce more butterflies. If my plants are toxic then I 
am attracting butterflies to lay their eggs on a host that will then 
kill those caterpillars! I would be causing a decrease in the local 
population. 

These pesticides are now the most widely used ones and are 
entering our ecosystem through multiple avenues. They are 
not only being used on large-scale industrial style farming but 
they are being used by the horticultural trade as well, especially 
in ornamental flower production. These pesticides are even 
available for sale to the home gardener on the shelf of some stores 
or in the form of treated seed. Ironically, some of these on the 
home-use pesticide products are sold with a free packet of seeds 
to attract pollinators! Also, I was shocked to read a recent study 
by the Pesticide Research Institute which found that 7 of 13 plants 
purchased from big box stores or garden centers were found to 
contain detectable concentrations of these pesticides, some 
at such high levels that even one “nibble” on this plant would 
be lethal to an insect. Many of the plants also had 
detectable amounts of multiple neonicotinoids. The 
plants in this study were plants commonly purchased 
to attract pollinators, including salvia, gaillardia, 
tomatoes and daises, and I had just purchased some 
of these species for my garden this season.  

Before reading the Friends of the Earth study I was 
totally unaware it was even a possibility that these 
neonicotinoids may be on the flowers I was buying to 
attract bees and butterflies to my home garden. Maybe 
I am naive but I could not comprehend why such a 
toxin would be used on something like an ornamental 
flower, especially those non-natives that have no 
natural pests here and I have never experienced pest 
problems with when growing them in my garden. 
Not only that but I have used a large amount of city 
compost, compost made of kitchen scraps that likely 

had food grown with these neonicotinoids. But alas I’m going 
off on a tangent again…the widespread use and long persistence 
of these pesticides is highly worrisome to me and should be 
worrisome to every naturalist when they realize their widespread 
implications.

What are some things you can do? I would encourage you to read 
a few of the key reports on neonicotinoids, including the Friends 
of the Earth and the Xerces Society reports listed at the end of this 
article. There are also some “on the ground” things you can do 
too. One could be writing to members of our government about 
your concern over this issue and express the need for change in 
how they are used (or if they should be used at all). For those of 
us that have gardens you can make sure not to purchase these 
pesticides (research any product before you purchase) and ensure 
all plants you buy are not grown with them. Demand your local 
nursery keeps of the use of pesticides and communicate its use  
to their clientele. If they cannot tell you if they have used which 
pesticides, simply purchase your plants elsewhere. This tactic can 
have a large impact and could lead to better tracking of when, or 
even if, these harmful pesticides are used on ornamental flowers 
by nurseries or corporations. If a large portion of their clientele 
asks for pesticide-free flowers, then the nurseries will change 
their way rather than lose the business of those clients. As an 
alternative, if you cannot find flowers guaranteed to be free from 
these neonicotinoids, you can purchase untreated seed and start 
your own plants. 

The many studies I make reference to in this article are 
summarized in two main articles: the Xerces society “Beyond the 
Birds and the Bees” which has five pages of references:

http://www.xerces .org/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/
XercesSociety_CBCneonics_sep2013.pdf  and the Friends of the 
Earth “Gardeners Beware” report : http://libcloud.s3.amazonaws.
com/93/88/f/3354/Gardeners-Beware-Report-11.pdf 

Male White-winged Scoters. Burlington Ship Canal. Note the difference in the “swoosh” under the 
eyes of the two males. Not completely certain, but expert birder Kevin McLaughlin thinks it likely that 
the male in the rear is a second-year bird. The bird in the foreground is likely older, i.e. fully adult.            

29 December 2013 - photo Phil Waggett.
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And Now for Some Good News !
by Bill Lamond

Bees have been in the news a lot lately regarding catastrophic 
declines. In Ontario, the Rusty-patched Bumblebee is a 

species that has received considerable attention. It has been 
designated as “Endangered” in both Ontario and Canada. It 
previously was very widespread in eastern North America but 
its range has declined by over 85%. In Ontario, it has recently 
only been found at the Pinery Provincial Park. It is teetering 
on the brink of extinction in Canada and likely range-wide. 
Although I have nothing good to report on this species, there is 
some good news to report on other bumblebee species. In this 
issue of the Wood Duck, I have reprinted two articles. The first 
article is reprinted from the Independent in Britain, and reports 
on conservation projects that have successfully increased several 
bumblebee species. The second article is reprinted from the 
Wildlife Preservation Canada website and shows how organic 
agriculture may be helpful in maintaining bumblebee diversity.

What’s the Buzz? The Bumblebee is Back!

Bumblebees teetering on the verge of extinction in the UK have 
stunned conservationists by staging a sudden revival. A project 
that began as an attempt to reintroduce an extinct bumblebee to 
Britain has sparked a comeback by five other species whose numbers 
have dwindled alarmingly in recent decades. Conservationists say 
the speed of their recovery suggests that the bees can cope with 
minimal pesticide use by farmers, if they have wildflowers to feed 
on and a place to live.  Dr Nikki Gammans, of the Short-Haired 
Bumblebee Project, said: “It’s not a doom-and-gloom scenario. We 
can actually reverse this trend.”

Pesticides have been blamed for killing off many bumblebees 
(see article on page 137), which are vital as they pollinate fruit 
and vegetables – a free service worth some £560m a year to the 
UK economy. Seven of the 25 bumblebee species are considered 
threatened enough to be in the UK Biodiversity Action Plan. Five 
of these, the Brown-banded Carder, Moss Carder, Red-shanked 
Carder, Large Garden and Shrill Carder, have been found in 
increasing numbers at the reintroduction project in Kent. Short-
haired Bumblebee queens – brought to the UK from Sweden – 
nested this autumn for the first time in this country for 25 years.

Conservationists began the project in 2009 by encouraging 
wildflowers to grow on a 20-hectare plot near Dungeness in Kent. 
They have now expanded this prime bumblebee habitat across more 
than 800 hectares in Kent and Sussex. The UK has lost over 97 per 
cent of its wildflower meadows due to agricultural intensification 
and urbanization. The program has attracted attention in France, 
where officials believe the researchers may have found a way to 
halt bumblebee decline across Europe. Cédric Vanappelghem, 
a conservation officer in northern France, said its “results are 
good”, and added that they were planning to study bumblebees 
there shortly. Larry Cooke, a Romney Marsh farmer who has been 
taking part in the project, said: “If we don’t have bumblebees, we 

won’t have pollination. If we don’t have pollination, you won’t have 
food for the country.”

by Ian Johnston- reprinted from the Independent, 15 December 
2013.

Found – Bumblebee Diversity 

In early August, we had the pleasure of surveying McBride’s 
Organic Farm just north of Barrie. While it seemed unassuming 
at first, within just 20 minutes we realized we had stumbled upon 
one of the best bumblebee habitats we had ever seen. We found 
a total of eight species in one hour including uncommon species 
such as Yellow-banded Bumblebee, the American Bumblebee 
and the Boreal Bumblebee. All were foraging from a variety 
of species (e.g. clovers, vetches, campion, thistles, goldenrod) 
within and around an organic carrot field.  For comparison, at 
most of our sites, we find about four to six species in a whole day 
of searching. It made us happy to see such species diversity and 
to know that these uncommon species were not being exposed to 
any pesticides while feeding. 
A quick look around the property made us wonder about the 
farming practices that could be encouraging such diversity.  
In addition to being completely pesticide-free, the farm had 
numerous woodpiles scattered around which were providing 
nesting habitat to a variety of species.  Their farm produces 
numerous crops throughout the year, which meant recently 
harvested fields and adjacent land were full of a variety of 
flowering plants including weeds which were allowed to bloom– 
providing a myriad of food choices throughout the spring, 
summer and fall. The delicious organic heirloom tomatoes and 
carrots we purchased from them for lunch was the cherry on top 
of a pretty amazing field day.  Please support these bee-friendly 
farmers by visiting them at the local Orillia and Barrie Farmer’s 
markets! 

by Sheila Colla - reprinted from the Wildlife Preservation Canada 
website, 13 August 2013.

What a way start the New Year! Short-eared Owl at Fifty Point Conservation 
Area on 1 January 2014. This owl was observed for about 40 minutes as it 

flew around Fifty Point and out over the lake, often quite high up.    
    photo Joanne Redwood.
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Reclaiming Public Space
from CATCH — December 2, 2013

Hamilton has “enormous potential” to become a much more 
vibrant and prosperous city as it undergoes the required 

global transition to a low-carbon future, says one of the leading 
experts on the shift to renewable energy. What is crucial, Chris 
Turner told city staff last week, is the reclaiming and expansion 
of public space.

The acclaimed author of The Geography of Hope and The Leap 
addressed a ‘lunch and learn’ session on 27 November, organized 
by city staff, before delivering the ninth annual Spirit of Red Hill 
Valley lecture in the evening (co-sponsored by the Hamilton 
Naturalists’ Club). He pointed to the change being forced by the 
US Steel closure as well as the wealth of older buildings as key 
pieces of Hamilton’s advantage.

“This is a city that has some fantastic assets given to it, in part 
from the fact that it was a vibrant industrial city well before cars 
became dominant,” Turner explained. “This points to a huge 
opportunity which is that there are thousands and thousands 
of people moving into Toronto who want exactly what you have 
here and can’t afford it in Toronto.”

He argues rapid urbanization across the planet, plus the necessity 
to cut our carbon footprint by more than 80 percent before 2050, 
means cities have to focus on being attractive places where 
people want to spend time. The key element is vibrant public 
spaces, including the streets that we paid for, own and maintain 
with public dollars.

“As social animals there’s very little that’s as important to us as 
the time spent in each other’s company, and that’s what public 
space is for,” Turner maintains.

He pointed to the attraction of the streetscapes of European 
cities where people celebrate their culture in public spaces that 
draw both residents and millions of tourists. And he suggested 
the biggest planning error in North America has been thinking 
that the highest and best purpose of our roads is to accommodate 
vehicle movement from one single purpose site to another.  

“This is beautifully designed if you are a car”, he observed, “but 
what’s happened in the pursuit of the needs of automobiles, is we 
totally forgot the needs of people.”

That’s also resulted in congested highways that stop functioning 
when one car breaks down or is involved in a fender-bender, 
while discouraging alternative means of transport. 

“What we call a bus stop, if you’re lucky, is a paved patch of land 
to stand on within inches of fast-moving automobiles that are 
splashing you with water and slush half the year.”

In contrast he pointed to Copenhagen which has cut its urban 
energy footprint by 80 percent despite starting from one that 
was almost entirely dependent on oil. A key step was banning 
cars and giving pedestrians priority. Turner says there was 

initially huge opposition 
from those who contended 
Denmark was too cold and 
Danes were not going to sit 
around in street-side cafes 
“like Italians”, but time has 
proven them wrong and 
now more than a third of 
the population uses bicycles 
as their primary means of commuting.

That kind of change is now being demanded in Canada by “folks 
under 30 who are increasingly asking for urban amenities, want 
to live in denser mixed-use neighbourhoods, starting families in 
those kinds of neighbourhoods”, he says, reminding us that these 
young people grew up in suburbs “being shuttled from one place 
to another in the back seat of cars.”

Turner reminded his audience that public space is also “the 
foundational piece of modern democracy”, as illustrated by both 
the recent Arab Spring events and the recognition in the first 
amendment to the US Constitution that “emphasizes the right to 
free speech and the peaceable gathering of citizens.”

Part of his talk offered ways that residents can take back their 
streets through tactical urbanism that pushes city bureaucracies 
to consider real changes. He mentioned a Hamilton example that 
he had written about earlier, but also described communities 
who transformed streets and parking spaces temporarily with 
events such as festivals to demonstrate how much more vibrant 
they could become.

Turner’s whirlwind visit to southern Ontario in late November 
included meetings at the Western University and the University 
of Waterloo as well as a session with the Ontario Ministry 
of Energy. Earlier in the month the Calgary author spoke at 
McMaster and the University of Guelph as part of an extensive 
tour organized by the German government and BMW focusing 
on the global shift to renewable energy especially as highlighted 
in Germany and Denmark.

His evening lecture in Hamilton on 27 November, attended by 
nearly 250 people, was drawn from his most recent book – War 
on Science: Muzzled Scientists and Wilful Blindness in Stephen 
Harper’s Canada.

Reprinted from CATCH (Citizens at City Hall). CATCH updates use 
transcripts and/or public documents to highlight information about 
Hamilton civic affairs that is not generally available in the mass 
media. Detailed reports of City Hall meetings can be reviewed at 
hamiltoncatch.org. 

Chris Turner author of War on Science. 
photo from Calgary Herald.
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Urban Woodlands Need Our Attention
by Giuliana Casimirri

As naturalists, you are in all likelihood keenly aware that one 
of Hamilton’s greatest challenges continues to be coexistence 

with our ‘green infrastructure’.  
 
The Hamilton we all know and love, includes several provincially 
significant natural areas and geographical features, including 
the Dundas Valley, Cootes’ Paradise, the expansive Royal 
Botanical Gardens properties, and the Niagara Escarpment. 
Locals often lament that the unfortunate view of Hamilton from 
the Burlington Skyway Bridge, consisting of smoke-belching 
factories, does not represent our very ecological diverse urban 

woodlands. Neither does it represent our tree-lined residential 
streets, countless streams, wetlands, rural farmland, hiking trails, 
and gorgeous Niagara Escarpment vistas.  

Thankfully, Hamiltonians have a long history of actively 
conserving and promoting the appreciation of our many 
ecological treasures, through groups such as the Hamilton 
Naturalists’ Club and new collaborative initiatives, such as the 
Cootes-to-Escarpment EcoPark. 

However, several important urban woodlands require our 

A s t r o n o m y  C o r n e r

Is it Colder Here Than the Surface of Mars?
by Mario Carr

Over the last few weeks, it’s been reported that it’s colder 
here than on the surface of Mars. Perhaps it is temporarily 

warmer at the equator at high noon on Mars, but temperatures can 
dramatically fluctuate since there’s little atmosphere to distribute 
the planet’s heat (see comments about Mars on pg. 134).

The Martian Rover Opportunity has recorded winter fluctuations 
between 0 and -80oC. Opportunity recently celebrated a 10 year 
milestone since landing on the surface Jan. 25, 2004.  Not bad for 
a spacecraft that was only designed to last a few months. NASA 
engineers contribute its longevity to Martian winds blowing dust 
off its solar panels. 

Even though Mars is a colder place than Earth, it’s still warm 
enough for water to exist in a liquid state. However, beyond the 
orbit of Jupiter, it’s another story. There’s only frozen ice because 
the Sun’s heat is too weak to melt water. Even though it may 
seem cold here in southern Ontario, there are places in our Solar 
System and on the surface of Mars that are still a lot colder. Just 
be thankful you live here.

Planet Watching

Mercury can be seen in the first week of February in the southwest 
evening twilight sky. It reappears on February 15 in the dawn 
southeast dawn twilight sky, while becoming brighter. 

Venus appears in the southeast dawn sky and becomes brightest 
on Feb. 15. Mars rises during late evening. The summer solstice 
for the northern hemisphere of the planet occurs February 15. 
Jupiter can be seen in the evening sky. Saturn rises after midnight. 

Feb. 6 – First Quarter Moon. If you have a telescope, the shadows 

of moons Europa and Callisto can be seen crossing the face of 
Jupiter. 

Feb. 10 – The Moon is below Jupiter in the evening sky.

Feb. 14 – Hamilton Amateur Astronomers (HAA) meeting 
7:30-9:30 p.m., Spectator building, 44 Frid St., Hamilton. Free 
admission with door prizes and everyone is welcome. An optional 
food bank donation of non-perishable goods will be collected.  
There is also a Full Moon.

Feb. 18 – During the evening from a dark location you could 
see sunlight reflecting off dust particles in the Solar System. This 
light is called the Zodiacal light and can be seen for the next two 
weeks. From midnight to dawn the Moon, Spica and Mars form 
a triangle.  

Feb. 21 – The Moon is close to Saturn in the early morning sky.

Feb. 22 – Last Quarter Moon. 

Feb. 26 – The crescent Moon is close to Venus in the dawn sky.

Feb. 27 – The crescent Moon is close to Mercury in the dawn sky.

For more information, please see the HAA web site at www.
amateurastronomy.org or call (905) 627-4323. If you would like to 
learn more about the night sky, the club offers a basic astronomy 
course for new members
 
Mario Carr is the HAA’s director of public education and can be 
reached at mariocarr@cogeco.ca.  
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attention. At this time in the City of Hamilton, there are no 
comprehensive and cohesive regulatory tools to protect both 
public and private trees and there is no long-term strategy in place 
to protect urban woodlands. Urban woodlands provide countless 
social and health benefits, and serve important ecological 
functions as they control storm water runoff, reduce wind speed, 
reduce energy consumption, filter pollutants, store carbon, and 
provide habitat for local and migrating wildlife. Importantly, for 
urban dwellers, they sustain human mental and physical health 
and provide critical ‘near nature’ spaces for children and citizens 
to connect with and build appreciation for nature. 

In November 2012, in the Crerar community, just east of Upper 
Wellington and north of Stonechurch Road, residents realized 
all too quickly how easily an urban woodland in the City of 
Hamilton can be destroyed, as the “lovely” sound of chainsaws 
filled the usual quiet tranquility of a nearby privately-owned 
woodland. Thankfully, local residents took notice and voiced 
their concern that a significant woodlot was being overharvested 
(see Wood Duck, Volume 66, Number 9, pages 194, 196-
97). They began an online campaign with a Facebook page 
and website to prevent further urban woodland destruction. 
Citizens have donated of their time and their diverse talents to 
write about and photograph the loss of this woodland. You can 
see some of this work here:https://www.facebook.com/pages/
Hamilton-Ontarios-Urban-Forests/167564786720665, here: 
http://hamiltonurbanforests.wordpress.com and here: http://
www.raisethehammer.org/blog/2693/hamilton’s_green_islands_
under_threat. 

The City has responded with a draft by-law that will require 
that a permit be obtained from the City before tree removal can 
occur in urban woodlands. The draft   Woodland Conservation 
By-law for Private Property Within the Urban Area (City Wide) 
(PD02229(d)) applies to trees in woodlands half an acre (0.2 
hectares) or larger within the ‘urban’ boundary of the City (as 
defined by the Hamilton Official Plan). In other words, individual 
trees and trees in rural areas are not covered by this by-law. 
Although these exclusions are not ideal from a conservation 
perspective, the proposed by-law is an improvement over the 
current Regional Woodland Conservation By-law (R00-054) 
enacted in 2000. The proposed by-law offers an important tool 
for the protection of urban woodlands and should be broadly 
supported.

A previous effort, in 2009, to enact a more comprehensive by-law 
that would harmonize existing tree protection regulations and 
include protection for individual trees and woodlands in urban 
and rural areas for all of Hamilton was not successful. The City 
report on the proposed by-law suggests that council received 
presentations from development and agricultural stakeholders 
who did not support the 2009 by-law; unfortunately few citizens 
stepped up to show their support at the time. 

Let’s not let that happen this time! It is critical that the conservation 
and naturalist community in Hamilton voice their support for the 
proposed by-law. City council will likely make a decision about 

whether to proceed with public consultation on the proposed by-
law sometime in February 2014, although the official date has not 
been established. I encourage you all to read the proposed by-law 
and staff report, which can be found at: http://www.hamilton.ca/
NR/rdonlyres/0FE03D0E-692D-468A-A43B-D922C7592331/0/
Dec0351PD02229d.pdf
A draft ‘letter to your councilor’ and directions on how to contact 
your councilor have been produced by the Hamilton Urban Forest 
Coalition and can be found here: http://hamiltonurbanforests.
wordpress.com/2013/12/08/write-your-city-councillor-now-
they-are-set-to-vote-in-january-2014/

It is also important that the HNC and other sustainability 
supporters in Hamilton continue to work with City staff and 
council to ensure that the City also supports the development 
of a much-needed strategic woodland conservation plan. A 
strategic plan consistent with academic literature and urban 
forest planning best practices is key to preserving our urban 
forest for the future. Several other municipalities in southern 
Ontario have or are in the process of developing comprehensive 
plans to protect and enhance their urban forest.  An example can 
be found in Mississauga’s recently completed Draft Urban Forest 
Management Plan. Urban forest management literature also 
provides us with guidelines to follow in this undertaking (e.g. 
Kenney, W.A., van Wassenaer, P.J. and A. Satel. 2011. Criteria and 
Indicators for Strategic Urban Forest Planning and Management. 
Arboriculture & Urban Forestry, Volume 37, Number 3 April 
2011 pg. 108-117.)
 
Our community-based effort in the next few weeks will be aimed 
at ensuring that Hamiltonians are aware of the importance of 
the proposed by-law and that as many of us as possible contact 
our City councilors to let them know that urban woodlands are 
important to our health, our environment and ultimately, our 
quality of life. Hamilton is a great place to live and work because 
of the social, economic and ecological services that our urban 
forest provides and the biodiversity it supports. I encourage you 
all to share this information widely within your networks, join 
the Hamilton Urban Forest Coalition facebook page and follow 
us on twitter @HamOntUrbForest to receive updates. 

Future projects may include additional large woodland 
neighborhood tree inventories, similar to those conducted by 
residents following the NeighbourWoods© protocol, public 
education campaigns about the importance of urban forests, a 
private landowner native tree-planting program and urban forest 
demonstration gardens. If you’d like to join us in undertaking this 
important work, please contact me. Let’s keep the conversation 
going about the importance of trees and urban woodlands and 
the necessity of doing something now to preserve our urban 
forest before it is too late! 

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact 
hamiltonurbanforests@gmail.com.

Dr. Giuliana Casimirri, PhD, Collaborative Forest Management
Co-Founder, Hamilton Urban Forest Coalition. 



Goodbye Pheasants and Felker’s Falls as We Knew It
by Ken Williams

Although the Ring-necked Pheasants had left fresh track as we 
did our Christmas Bird Count rounds, and a local resident 

has them coming to their feeders, their time is up. Their habitat 
is soon to be gone. A huge construction project is consuming 
the large fields adjacent to Felker’s Falls Conservation Area, and 
the woods just south of the Bruce Trail on the east side of the 
conservation area are marked to be cut. That housing construction 
you see on the west side of Hwy 20, extends right through to 
First Road West and continues another kilometer west, right to 
Felker’s Falls. This will spell the end of the Great Horned Owl,  
Ring-necked Pheasant and Wild Turkey breeding territory. It 
saddens me to see about five km2 of prime field and forest, wild 
and agricultural lands beside the Bruce trail destroyed....again. 

I have had an overwhelming 
response from a number 
of members outlining their 
experiences along the same 
lines. Some are very adamant 
in their feelings. I’ve struck a chord but did not expect such a 
galvanizing response. But what can we do as a group to slow 
down the development rape?
 
This does not inspire me to do another Hamilton Birding Big 
Year, but at this stage of my life, I can only imagine how some 
Hamilton Naturalists’ Club members must have been feeling for 
decades before I got involved (from Hamiltonbirds 3 January 2014).

This is Progress?
The not-so-pretty photos on this page depict the current scene surrounding Felker’s Falls Conservation Area. Of course we are all complicit in this. 
Most of us live in homes that were formerly natural areas, perhaps over 100 years ago in some cases, but still, at one time the homes of  Red-eyed 
Vireos, Rose-breasted Grosbeaks, Wild Turkeys, Yellow-spotted Salamanders, Flying Squirrels and Red Trilliums. But no more. Now our homes are 
the habitats of ubiquitous humans, House Sparrows, Gray Squirrels and a few other species that have adapted to man’s denuded landscapes. It is 
ironic that we rant about nations that still allow the clear-cutting of the rainforests, when we are every bit as guilty in the destruction of natural 
habitats. Of course many people in third world countries do this to survive. We do it for greed alone, and in our ceaseless quest to expand our 
economy. Many Hamiltonbirds readers responded to Ken William’s original Hamiltonbirds post above. I have published two of them here:

 “This is a crime against nature; and I feel that somehow urban planners, regulatory agencies and even the HNC have failed to “protect nature”. 
That environment has been lost forever but perhaps going forward, we can do better to preserve natural spaces. The loss of natural areas in this 
city in the last 15 years is embarrassing and depressing.”

“The larger issue here is that the City of Hamilton still looks to suburban expansion and sprawl to deal with its growth in population. What is 
needed is careful planning that involves infilling; use of abandoned industrial sites for urbanization and attractive functional higher density living. 
At present, a majority of people still want single family homes and two car garages. As naturalists, we can work for politicians who have a vision 
that involves more efficient liveable cities and which as much as possible, discourages sprawl. So, Hamilton birdwatchers, work for local politicians 
who will make a difference in this regard. Let’s elect a mayor next November who thinks as we do, and support any agency that proposes 
purchasing open land and managing it as grassland.“                Photographs on this page by Ken Williams - 26 December 2013.



Long Point Waterfowl Bus Trip
The HNC will lead another bus trip to see Long Point waterfowl 22 March (Saturday) 
if numbers warrant. There will be a sign-up sheet at February & March General 
Meetings and a sign-up sheet at the February BSG meeting. Bus loading occurs at 
6:45 a.m. at the Aldershot GO (north) parking lot off of Hwy 403 at Waterdown Road. 
Leader is Bill Lamond with Kevin McLaughlin as assistant. In addition to Tundra Swans 
and several duck species, we will see Sandhill Cranes and early passerine migrants. 
The cost will be $25.00/person or $40.00/family. You will need to pre-register. Email 
Bill Lamond or Fran Hicks (contact info on inside of front cover). A warm-up and 
lunch are scheduled for the Golden Leaf Estate Winery. Other details will be posted 
soon. The bus will return to the GO station by 5 p.m.
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Long-eared Owl, near Walkers Line and New Street in Burlington, 24 December 2013 - photo Joanne Redwood. 


